
A11a483 Israel Mint #1-9 1948 Israel's first set .  Attractive
and fresh with deep colours.  #'s 7-9, the key high
values are fresh, Very Fine and never hinged.  The
top value has a trivial spot of gum glazing from
careless mounting and the low values are previously
hinged. 300

A11a118 Italy Mint #E4 Italian Offices in the Turkish Empire
Sc #E4 from 1922.  15 Piastres.  A fresh stamp with
deep colour and hinged original gum. 200

11a774 Labuan Mint #66-71 Heavily hinged set with hiinge
remnants.  1¢ has slight hinge thin (cat. $22.50) 180

A11a480 Lombardy-Venetia Used #12Type II 1858 15 Soldi
blue Type II fresh, Very Fine with cds postmark. 120

11b196 Netherlands Mint #J7a Type I perf 12.5x12.  Mint
hinged F-VF with hinge remnant. 100

A11a495 New Guinea Mint #C46-56, 59 1939 Air Post
stamps, 1/2 to 2sh, plus 1 Pound value, missing only
5sh and 10s to be complete.  Mint hinged.  Also
includes used #C49 and #C52.  200

11b36 Newfoundland Mint #27a Mint hinged F-VF. 225

11b37 Newfoundland Mint #27a Fresh mint hinged Fine with
hinge remnant.  Part imprint lower left. 125

11b38 Newfoundland Mint #33 Mint hinged Fine with hinge
remnant. 125

11b231 Newfoundland Mint #40 Deep fresh colour from upper
left of sheet plate position #1.  Mint lightly hinged F-
VF. 175

11a791 Newfoundland Mint #128 1920 overprint.  Mint lightly
hinged F-VF. 150

11b75 Newfoundland Mint #183a Booklet pane of 4.  Mint
never hinged Very Fine.  Has a pen notation in
selvage. 120

11b232 Newfoundland Mint #C2a No comma after post.  Mint
hinged F-VF with a hinge remnant. 150

11b265 Newfoundland Mint #C13-C17 Complete set of five.
Difficult to assemble.  Mint hinged Very Fine. 170

A11a486 Norway Used #10b 1863 24 skilling red brown with
lovely blue postmark probably Christiania dated
8/12/1864 135

A11a487 Papua New Guinea Mint #C28/C43 Set of 16 except
the Five Shilling value.  All are fresh and lightly
hinged once.  The Bird of Paradise with overprint.
Scott cat. the complete set $297.80, without C41:
$242.80. 200

A11a482 Peru Mint #15 1872 One Peso orange.  A Very Fine
stamp with full even margins and original gum.  The
stamp has a trivial gum thin from careless hinge
removal. 120

11a799 Portugal Used #144 1895 300 Reis.  S.O.N. VF. 100

A11a488 Seychelles Mint #16 1890 48 cents ocher and green
Stanley Gibbons #7 with a cat. of £80.  Mint never
hinged Very Fine block of 4.  There is trivial gum
toning mentioned for the record.  Scott cat. given is
for hinged 125

A11a493 Singapore Mint #19-20a 1949 -52 KGVI $2 and #3
definitives, perforated 18 variety.  Mint never hinged.  

400

11a472 Sweden Mint #251-262 Highly stylised and fresh set
from 1936.  Mint lightly hinged Very Fine. 100

A11a62 United States Mint #9 1851 1c blue Benjamin
Franklin, imperforate, Type IV.  Original gum, with
hinge, 3 large margins and sheet margin.
Accompanied by Philatelic Foundation certificate.  

600

A11a119 United States Used #37 1860, 24 cent gray lilac
with magenta (plus $110.00) or red (plus $65.00)
postmark.  A fine stamp which has had 5 perfs on the
left hand side repaired.  Had it not been repaired, it
would have 5 short perfs.  It should be worth at least
the price of a red cancel and at least 20% of the
stamp's catalogue value 150

11a243 Uruguay Mint #637 Mint never hinged and fresh. 100

11a365 Victoria Used #146-153 Bright used set with
interesting postmarks. 125

11b130 Victoria Mint #206 Mint no gum, but attractive. 200

11a111 Zululand Used #21 Used 'Eshowe' cds. 100

11a240 Andorra-French Mint #19 Andorra overprint on 3
Francs of France with signature at the back.  Mint
hinged. 100

11a37 Canada Used #7a small corner thin and pressed
corner crease, about 3 1/2 margins.  Note the
prominent guideline at bottom.  Scott catalog of
$2250.00. 350

11a39 Canada Used #11 Multiple faults.  Scott cat.$1800.00.
200

A11a481 Canada Mint #20a 1864 two cents deep claret rose.
An attractive pair with deep colour, and original gum.
As a pair this is Very Fine and because multiples are
very scarce, a pair might now be the largest multiple.

3000

A11a120 Canada Mint #26 1875, 5 cents olive green perf
11.5x12, unused o gum with 2007 certificate.  There
are two tiny shallow thins in the hinge area.  Despite
the faults, a respectable space-filler at the right price.

300

11a42 Canada Used #59 Deep vermilion.  Scott cat.$190.00.
125

11a43 Canada Used #62 Light roller cancel. 250

A11a477 Canada Mint #70 1897 five cents blue, a fresh
attractive stamp with large margins, deep colour and
a large part of the original gum. 200

11a794 Canada Mint #89 Edward VII.  Mint never hinged
Extra Fine with large margins. 225

  11a796 Canada Mint #91 Edward VII.  Mint lightly hinged F-
VF. 150

 A11a475 Canada Mint #93a 1903 ten cent brown lilac.  A
marginal imperforate pair, unused
no gum-as issued (and only 200 stamps were
issued), a bit of light toning else Very Fine. 1200

A11a478 Canada Mint #101 1908 ten cent Quebec
Tercentenary.  A mint never hinged Very Fine stamp
but with a fingerprint on the gum which is very lightly
toned. 300

11a45 Canada Mint #102 with minor adhesions. 150

11a827 Canada Mint #125ii Blue-green pair.  Mint never
hinged Very Fine. 150

11b65 Canada Mint #132iii Mint never hinged Very Fine pair.
100

11a29 Canada Mint #180 Post Office repair strip of 4. 100

Announcements:
MICROSCOPES:  Two exciting new products are
now in store: 1) There is a USB Digital
Microscope which connects directly to your
computer and gives 200x magnification. 2) Also
we have an LCD MacroCam which is a portable
digital magnifier, microscope and macro camera
all in one.  Comes with a USB cable and
magnifies to 108x

Announcements:
PRICE OF MOUNTS: Lighthouse Mounts will be
going up in price by $1 per pack on March 15.
We have ordered a 3 month supply at the old
price, so stock up now to save, while they last.

Announcements:
SCOTT CATALOGUES: Now is the time to pre-
order your set of 2012 Scott Catalogues.  Scott
has yet to advise us of the price but unless the
price goes down we will honour our past special
of $450 for the complete set of six on pre-orders.

NEW
11c3 Tasmania Mint #16 This attractive 'Chalon Head' is an
exceptional example from the classic issues of Tasmania.
The 2008 Certificate reads: "The stampsubmitted is
genuine in all respects, unused, with large part of original
gum, with complete and broad margins on all four sides,
and is free from faults or repairs at the time of
examination."           825

825
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11a324 Canada Mint #181 Post Office repair pair.  Mint never
hinged Very Fine.

11a831 Canada Mint #190 Block of4.  Mint never hinged Very
Fine. 100

11a789 Canada Mint #198var. Medallion issue scarce yellow-
ochre shade with brown gum, as issued.  Mint never
hinged Very Fine. 125

11a47 Canada Mint #200 Medallion issue. 100

A11a124 Canada Mint #226 1935 fifty cents Parliament.  A
Very  Fine block of 4 hinged in the selvage and the
top two stamps.  Bottom two are never hinged. 160

A11a125 Canada Mint #262 1942 One Dollar Destroyer, well
centered, never hinged but with a very long diagonal
crease through the top two stamps. 300

A11a420 Canada Mint #272 Mint never hinged Very Fine
block of 4. 100

11a322 Canada Mint #281 Mint never hinged Very Fine repair
paste-up pair. 150

11a321 Canada Mint #1764b Mint never hinged Very Fine.
Perf 13.1x13.6. 395

A11a490 Canada Mint #1773i Offered is the uncut press
sheet of 6 panes, signed by the artist.  Unitrade
cat.$150.  Only 1500 were signed.  For purposes of
an image, a block of the 4 of the stamps appearing in
the sheet was used. 150

11a334 Canada Mint #CL2c Dark blue green.  Mint hinged F-
VF. 170

11a335 Canada Mint #CL18 Mint lightly hinged Very Fine.
190

11a397 Canada Mint #FP23-FP24,FP26-FP40 Short set of
Postal scrip stamps mint never hinged Very Fine, well
priced. 110

11a303 Canada Mint #FX38b Mint never hinged booklet with
2 panes. 130

11a520 Canada Mint #FX38b Complete mint hinged booklet.
One pane is Fine. 110

A11a126 Canada Mint #MR2a 1915 two cents rose carmine.
Someone, perhaps thinking he was doing future
collectors a favour, removed all the straight edge
stamps, leaving a Plate A-9 part pane of 81.  Quality
is very nice and fresh and overall centering is F-VF.

2500

11a817 Canada Mint #MR3b Pale rose red.  Mint never
hinged Very Fine. 125

 11b69 Canada Mint #MR4 Mint block of 4.  Upper left is
hinged, the rest are never hinged. 225

A11a129 Canada Mint #O1,O1i 1949 one cent official.  A
Very Fine, fresh, never hinged sheet of 100 plate #31
lower right with 10 narrow spacing strips of three.
This sheet is too wide for our scanner bed and as a
result the edges of the image have been cut off. 200

A11a127 Canada Mint #O4,O4i 1949 four cents.  A very Fine
fresh, never hinged sheet of 100 plate 49.  Upper left
with 10 narrow spacing strips of 3.  Too wide for our
scanner bed, so the edges of the image have been
cut off. 250

A11a128 Canada Mint #O15A,O15Ac 1950 five cents.  A
Very Fine and fresh never hinged sheet of 100 Plate
#1 upper left with no period after '5' in psition 78.
Two pieces of the lower selvage are missing.  This
item is too wide for our scanning bed and the edges
of the image have been cut off as a result. 200

11a49 Cook Islands Used #24 Used pair.  One short perf,
otherwise nice scarce used multiple.  Stanley
Gibbons cat.£120.00 140

 A11a14 Cuba Mint #124 Proof 1956 24 centavos
International Philatelic Exhibition Progressive Die
Proof of the Duty Plate in black showing the 'Graf
Zeppelin'. 15x15cm. Rare. 250

 A11a12 Cuba Mint #C122 Proof 1956 eight centavos
International Philatelic Exhibition Progressive Die
Proof of the Duty Plate in block showing Wright
Brothers' 'Flier'. 15x15cm. Rare. 200

A11a10 Cuba Mint #C185 Proof 1958 8 centavos Butterlfly
from the the Felipe Poey set. We offer a finished Die
Proof. 10.7x10.3cm. Rare. 250

 11b327 Falkland Islands Used #122-126 1955-1957 short set
to the 9 pence value.  Used Very Fine blocks of four
all with cds single postmarks and guide lines in the
selvage. 100

11a738 Finland Used #6b Type III used cds. 100

WF399 France Mint #145h Two Franc 'Liberty and Peace'.
1500

A11a479 France Mint #1884a The 2.20 red Liberty issue
booklet of ten stamps with a complete set of 11
different dates for Phil-Ex France and the 200th
Anniversary of the French Revolution.  Dallay cat.170
Euro.  120

A11a485 French Colonies Mint #2 1859 Five centimes yellow
green on greenish paper.  An eye-catching part pane
of 70 stamps.  There are 2 hinge marks in the upper
selvage but otrherwise the entire block is never
hinged.  The front is fresh and Very Fine and ideal for
Exhibition, as this must be one of the larger, if not the
largest multiples extant.  At the back the gum has
numerous creases and several light gum tones not
visible from the front.  A very fine show piece.  Retail
as 70 singles VFNH would be at least $3500.  Scott
#2 as hinged singles $1680.++. 1600

11b15 French Colonies Used #56 Used s.o.n. Nossi-Be
cds.The catalogue value expressed would be for a
postmark that is either unidentifiable or from a larger
colony.  The rarity factor of this postmark (x5) dictates
the price. 100

11b316 French Southern and Antarctic Territories Mint #16-
19 Complete set of four stamps depicting Wildlife.
Mint never hinged Very Fine. 120

 A11a63 Great Britain Postal History & Covers #27 Great
Britain #27 from Glasgow JN 20 1860 to Hamilton
arriving JY 2 1860 SFL without contents with
endorsement "Via Londonderry" in bright violet ink,
usual file folds, but attractive. 140

 11a574 Great Britain Used #57a Deep colour and light Plate
#2 Fine used.  SG #127 cat.£1000. 375

A11a59 Great Britain Postal History & Covers #U2 1840 2p
blue Mulready envelope, depicting "Britannia Sending Letters
to the World".  Unused.  CV $450.  350

11b59 Hamburg Used #4 Used Very Fine.  'Pfenninger'
expert stamp. 110

A11a21 India Mint #O48-049 Gwalior 1945 1 Rupee and 2
Rupee King George VI stamps of India with overprint
for use as officials in Gwalior each in an inter-
panneau gutter block of 12. Catalogue price is for
hinged. (Stanley Gibbons 744 pounds). 500

NEW
11c1 Canada Postal History & Covers #5a This envelope to
the U.S.A. has an advertisement in French which is very
rare and has been described as the only pence issue cover
with an advertisement in French.  It has a 2005 VG Greene
Certificate reading "Scott #5a used on cover.  It is genuine
but in our opinion the stamp has been lifted and replaced
on the cover."  Scott #5a is the scarce and under-
catalogued brownish-gray.  The stamp has 3 plus margins
but is cut into the outer frameline at bottom.  The Scott
catalogue on this item is $2500.           1495

 

NEW
11c2 Australia Mint #OA1-O9 1913 1/2d. to 9d. set mint
hinged Very Fine.  perf. large 'OS' selected copies well-
centered rich colours, mostly lightly hinged.  Gorgeous set,
far better than average including an exceptional 4d.
Typically these issues have poor centering so this is an
exceptional set.  Well-centered examples are selling above
Scott catalogue ($1100) prices at auction.                  1000

 

NEW
11c4 Canada Mint #65 We can offer this fresh highest
value Jubilee with good colour for a fairly reasonable price
because it has only F-VF centering and although the
original gum is clean and fresh except where it is hinged,
there is a hinge remnant.  (Scott cat. $1500)                 900

 

NEW
11c5 Jaipur Used #1a (Sc.$275)Stanley Gibbons #1 (SG
cat.£190).  The first stamp issued by  The "Princely State of
Jaipur on July 14th of 1904, 'Chariot of the Sun God Surya'
1/2 anna pale blue, on thin white wove paper...and with the
magenta manuscript 'Stamped'," and to continue quoting
the 2004 Sismondo Certificate "The stamp is genuine,
postally used.  The perforations have been trimmed."  This
very scarce stamp was issued with pin perforations and
trimming makes it more attractive (albeit less valuable). 100

 

Announcements:
SPARKS AUCTIONS: We expect Sale #8 to be
held before we prepare our May-June flyer, but
so far no date has been set.  It will be announced
in our regular Friday email and online at
www.sparks-auctions.com and
www.iankimmerly.com


